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Powerhouse Organization Moms for Liberty Launches New Chapter in Carroll County, Iowa 

Grass roots organization Moms for Liberty has announced the launch of a new, local chapter in Carroll 

County, IA as the latest addition in their impressive and growing list of chapters. Now established in 42 

states, Moms for Liberty has organized 240 local chapters with over 100,000 members since their 

inception in January of 2021. Parents have felt increasingly frustrated and concerned by the actions of 

their local government and school districts. Moms for Liberty helps these concerned parents organize 

and amplify their voices to achieve the most important of goals: results. Parents, grandparents, 

educators, and community members are joining the organization in droves to exercise their rights while 

defending and shaping liberty in local government.  

Amy Dea, Chapter Chair of Carroll County of Moms for Liberty, “We have heard from countless parents 

regarding their frustration and the disconnect in what’s being taught in schools versus our homes. We 

feel the school system has far overreached their role and purpose by crossing from educational 

boundaries into parental boundaries. Iowa currently has Moms for Liberty chapters in 5 counties Carroll, 

Linn, Polk, Story, and Warren”.  

Moms for Liberty gives these parents an avenue to turn their frustration into action by demonstrating 

strength in numbers. Moms for Liberty does not shy away from government intimidation tactics as they 

engage elected officials on key issues that impact the everyday lives of families. The organization works 

to empower parents and they are committed to holding elected leaders accountable while also focusing 

on preserving crucial, founding principles of our nation: limited government, personal responsibility, and 

individual liberty. Moms for Liberty has already been successful in achieving results in their growing 

movement that is sweeping across the nation while working to recapture the rights that many parents 

feel are under constant attack. The Carroll County Chapter of Moms for Liberty hosted their first 

meeting on June 29th, 2022. During this meeting they discussed SEL (Social and Emotional Learning), 

inappropriate reading material in the school libraries, and supporting quality candidates for the school 

board election in November 2023. For more information or to find a comprehensive list of Moms for 

Liberty chapters, visit MomsforLiberty.org.  


